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PREFACB 

The purpose of this paper is to dispel the widely prevail

ing view among economists (especially in our country) that 

problems of environmental pollution and degradation are matters 

which concern only engineers and natural scientists,and that 

they have little to do with economics. This erroneous Naew 

has prevailed mainly because the specialists in our discipline 

have been too engrossed with monetary model-euilding and 

abstract theorising to realise that the economic activity in 

practice is leading to effects and consequences which are not 

accounted for, and play no active role1 in their economic theory. 
M~~~ 

They still do not accept that;social costs or non-private costs 

resulting from normal industrial and agricultural development 

have become so huge that their deletion from the entire market

mechanism-process makes non-sens~Jof the pricing-theory itself. 
~on-ta.a-

It is more surprising thatAsocial costs are not accounted for 

even in our planning process. Our planned outlays, and dams 

and industrial complexes continue to be located with a blissful 

disregard to the environmental consequences. Our fresh water 

sources which are the most scarce factor in agriculture continue 

to be polluted; our lands, which are also scarce, continue to be 

cultivated beyond the economic margin, and yet nobody takes a 

serious stand against the cultivation of sub-marginal land. 

This paper has tried to demonstrate that the initial 

anxiety regarding environmental issues, and social costs of 

economic development, as expressed by Pigou and other dassical 

writers has been superseded by an overwhelming preoccupation 
.. 



{ii) 

with growth for growt~'s sake, and that it was only during the 

last decade1 that tqe dangers of indiscriminate industrial 
~~ftl) e.- -& e u, 3\ 

,development~~~ realise~ We have further discussed the 

: problems of environmental pollution and its estimation, by 
i- . 

discussing empirical studies so as to K lend practical value 

to our ideas. 

The most important finding of our study is that the 

incorporation of environmental criteria into theory, and State 

Legislation to that effect would actually increase economic 

efficiency by way of conservation and better use of scarce 

resources, recovery from waste, recycling of waste and finally 
. 

reduction of social burden. The interesting aspect of the find-

ing is that, some of these benefits cannot accrue without 

Environmental Legislation. 

I wish to express my gratitude to Prof. Venkatramaiah 

of the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, Pune, who 

guided me and helped me organise my ideas into a systematic and 
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Commission for offering me a fellowship under the Faculty 
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staff of the Gokhale Institute. Shri Shashikant M. Kulkarni was 
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ar(An Environmentalist Approach to Some Indian ~~si 

Introduction 

1.~ All discussion of India's planned growth and develop-

ment has till now centered around the ways and means of 

maximizing the Gross National Product, and this has been under 

the assumption that GNP maximization is the true and suffi

cient indicator,of National Welfare. The contention of this 

paper is that this approach,needs to be changed, so that a 

new approach incorporating certain environmental factors can 

be developed, which will be a better indicator of the Net 

National Welfare. The new ap~~oach will require an identifi
non-fcUvt, 

-cation of all types ofA~social costs' incurred in the process 

of economic development. Further, if an estimation of such 

costs is made, the 'aggregate social cost' could be deducted 

from the 'Net National Product' so that we get a realistic 

idea ,about the national economic performance. t5ocial cost~ 
has not been accounted so far in our national income calcula

tion, and it may be a long time before we can develop methods 

f estimating such costs~ 
1.2 Chapter I of this paper takes a review of the theore-

tical discussion on the problem of •social cost•. Chapter II 

will define environmental factors, and attempt an identifica~ 

tion of such problems in India. The major stress will be on 

elaborating the problem of environmental pollution as experien• 

ced in the Bombay-Pune region during the industrialization 

1 
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process, in the last few decades. Chapter III discusses the 

legislative measures on environmental protection and its 

impact on resource use and resource allocation. The experi

ence of a resin producing firm viz., Dr. Beck and Co. {India} 

Ltd., Pimpri, is investigated as regards the effects of 

legislation on the firm's resources. At the end, conclusions 

and the further areas of work possible in this field are 

indicated. 

Relation of Growth with other indicators 

1.3 It has been recognized, (especially in India} that 

growth must be related to certain other indicators (besides 
. 

average per capita product), such as the distributive j~stice 1 

concentration (or dispersion) of developmental efforts, level 

of employment (unemployment), dependence of foreign aid, and 

finally economic and monetary stability. This realization 
M~d-

can be QSsePveQ while going through the five-year plans, the 

fiscal and monetary policy, industrial policy and the foreign 

trade policy. But there is one category of factors which has 

not been paid attention to viz. the endowment of natural 

factors)problems concerning environmental pollution, depletioJ 

of land and forest resources, degradation of environmental 

amenities and neglect of ecological factors. Unless these 

indicators are included, growth becomes very lopsided and 

distorted. 

The Problems of Developing Countries 

1.4 Briefly, the problem of developing countries can be 

divided into two groups; 1) the problems of poverty and 

' 
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the lack of adequate development C x• and 2) the problems 

arising out of the process of development itself. The problems 

the first category e.g. poor ho~sing and sanitation, poor 

quality of water (potable) and nutrition, public health and 

other public amenities - are definitely of prime importance in 

urban as well as rural areas. These can be solved (partly) by 

the development process itself. But, if'this development 

process ignores crucial environmental factors, the economic 

growth, while solving some problems, creates new problems 

which are as severe as the problems it is trying to solve. 

Economic growth pas traditionally and invariably been accompanied 

by rising disparities in incomes, (both between regions and 

classes of population) and a deterioration in social and 

cultural conditions. ·The sudden and rapid creation of large 

productive capacities in industry and agriculture, growth of 

complex systems of transport and communication, l,..,_.,.,...l'bf11~ity 
agglomerations, have been accompanied by damage and disruption 

of the environment, particularly in the industrially advanced 

countries. An environmentalist approach, we suggest, would 

greatly avoid, to the extent possible and feasible, the 

mistaKes and distortion that have been characteristic.of the 

western industrialized economies. For the affluent west it 

was a question (and still is) of the{quality of life; for us 

it means our very existenee.--

Growth Vs. Environment 

1.5 Concern for environment is not counter to, but 

essentially a complement of our commitment to development. This 



fact must be recognized. This awareness will provide a new 

dimension to the concept of development itself. There are 

several fields where the environmental objectives coincide with 

the conventional developmental strategies, and in such cases 

no conflict would arise (e.g. in case of efficient utilization 

of raw materials and power, recovery from or recycling of 

industrial waste, conservation of forests and soil fertility, 

optimal utilization of water and so on.) But even when the 

objectives conflict (e.g. the short•run costs and long-run· 

benefits of certain investments, or the sheer urgency oJf 
G:KfieEiiUag certain problems} choices could be made after 

considering all the long term and short-term costs (including 

social costs) and benefits of the alternatives. The problem 

will-be essentially that of 'time preference'. 

1.6 The broader definition of growth and development, would 

include incorporation of air and water quality standards, 

protection and conservation of na~ral resources, avoidance 
non - f'ct-l r;;L 

of (or compensation for)jsocial co~ts, nutritional and health 

standards,greater emphasis on social security, provision of 

public utilities, and realization of distributive justice. 

Common policies integrating the developmental and environ• 

mental objectives on a) location of industries, b) land and 

water-use policy, c) comprehensive physic~l and financial 

planning (keeping in mind the existence of) a, strong private 1 J. 
IAJr;u/ct nlLVf- .G )e tt-~lofvetf, 

sector}, d) foreign trade policy etc,A The new concept would 

require modifications in the use of fiscal and monetary 
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.Vt4, d b. ·d. Wh.l incentives and disincent1 .. grants an ~s~ s1 1es. 1 e · 
. . hDn - ra· ct 

preparing the plan drafts, the,t'social costs' of alternative 
. ~~,£~- ~II¥"- -le ~,. . t.Jm~:J.,._,J 

projects and investmentsA so that publ1c discuss1on on the 

pros and cons of alternative projects could take place. 

Environmental Education 

1.7 Environmental awareness cannot come automatically, but 

has to be introduced consciously at all levels of the educa

tion system, so that ideas and awareness can percolate into 

the actual industrial and agricultural practices. Today, 

there is no faculty which provides comprehensive courses in 

environmental studies. Introduction of new papers (e.g. 

Economics of Environment) could be introduced at the graduate 

and post-graduate levels. There is also a need for research 

in environmental education so that it does not get restricted 

to a few branches like engineering, microbiology, biochemistry 

etc. 

Environmentalism and international trade 

1.8 It must be realized immediately that environmental 

legislation in developed countries will have a great influence 

and impact on the trade of developing countries (often' 

adversely) ~.g. restrictions on exports and imports, resource 

and energy use strategy and so on. 

~egislation in India 
1'fl.2. 

1. 9 The first such Act was passed in fi "and was known 

as. the Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act. It has of course been 

modified upto March 1972. The other important legislation in 

India is "The Maharashtra Prevention of Water Pollution Act 
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1969''• Besides these two we have the Tree Act, the I.S.I. 

specificationsand so on. Rather surprisi~y, the administra· 

tive awareness appears to be greater thanAin~the academic 

and theoretical discussions in India. This situation ought 

to be changed as early as possible, so that more people 

become aware of these problems. -
The main cause 

1.10 The general neglect of, and apathy towards environment 

concern, is rooted (theoretically) in the problem o~ / ~ 

a~~ or t't;."""' 'Externality'· which is discussed as a minor t:::&; l&L 

having only ·acad~m:i.c interest in our conventi_onal economic 

theory. It is the main purpose of this study to try and 

elevate this concept to a position of respectability, from its 

present place as a minor cause of 'market failure'. The mis

understanding regarding 'external! ty' has bee'n caused by -//,c... 
mistaken classification of air, water, and privately unowned 

land, as 11 free goods" in th~ classical and neo-classical 

terminology. These factors should have legitimately been 

called 'social goods', having the property of scarcity, as 

much as all other commodities. The result of this mistake has 

been (historically) an indiscriminate exploitation of air, 

water and forest (land) resources, and overexploitation of 

mineral resources. The sepond important result has been the 
. non- t:aJ a./ · 

total delet~on of~'social costs' arising from such economic 

activity, from the cost calculations of entrepreneurs. ..s-

1 -/he-t-t.frr 
~ c~e 1 : i*'~' t islno wonder that the existing 'product• 

mix' and 'use of technology' does not reflect either the 
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'cost to society' or the resource endowment of our country. 

Indian producers have "shifted" the burden of 
S/rnrb Aos J1.t11 

on to the societyAbecause it aBS~very easy to 

external costs 

do so. 

Unawareness of the social burden 

1.11 The society at large has been either unaware of this 

fact or has been unable to counteract against it through the 

prevailing market framework. The practical difficulty of 

correcting this inju~tice is the lack of time-series data for 
tum-~c<.. 

calculating "1$8 social costs (or.at least imputing them 

objectively). A lot of research can be done in this field. 

The basic idea of constructing and using the social cost 

calculus is to make all individual enterprises (and also 

individual farmer.f~ responsible to the l:!ocietY., and tre~t1 b 1-
~ 8wl- ·-I/M4- . .;Jet(. s eef»4 fob 'I!- a sr:n ~ 

n~~ional resour~~s ~ith respect~A 1Tbis wakes it essential to 
1f- /ld!;;. tA e~e.-;h.! ':(if~ ess a(c'j lc .-~'new cit.. Jhlch 
J... in , use ~ costs in the traditional cost-benefit analysis. 

Distributive justice 

1.12 Perhaps the need for distributive justice is the most 
is:r 

_powerful argument for the environmenta~ approach. Experience 

shows that· the benefits of growth viz. availability of comfort 

and luxury items, accrue mainly to the rich in India. They can 

also ,afford to ward off the pollution effects of .growth. The 
n(J'n- faA d. . 
~ ~costs of growth' have to be borne more by the poor. in the 

v( form of filthy living c~nditions, air and water pollution, 

loss of natural amenities, impairment of health, congestion 

and so on. Therefore, the question is !!2!, - Can a poor country 

afford to invest for environmental protection? but is a -
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developing country justified in bringing about growth for the 

rich at the expense of the poor in the society? Environmental 

protection, restrictions on enterprises and provision of 
~n!:J· 

better facilities isja small step towards the correction of 

distributive injustice. 

Economic necessity 

1.13 Finally, concern for environmental variables is 

important not only from the social 

. b t 1 t Ij~ · · · ~ vl.ew u a so as a oo ;{maxJ.l1ll.Zl.:ng 

·as-~ ~resource utilization. 

and aesthetic point of 

efficiency in prqduction andl 


